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Street Sense aims to serve as a vehicle for elevating voices and public debate on
issues relating to poverty while also creating economic opportunities for people
who are experiencing homelessness in our community.
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Each vendor functions as an independant contractor for Street
Sense. That means he or she reinvests in the organization with
every purchase.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Yebegashet Alemayehn, Margaret Chapman,
Kristal DeKleer. Max Gaujean, Heidi Keller, Robyn
Kerr, Reed Sandridge, Brad Scriber, Allison Sherry,
Michael Stoops

Vendors purchase the paper for
50 cents/issue, which will then
be sold to you for a suggested
donation of $2.

Street Sense publishes
the newspaper.

75%
75% supports the vendors
helping them overcome
homelessness and poverty.

INTERNS
Morgan Austin, Sam Bermas-Dawes, Tommy Chalk,
Elisha Speller, Morgan Stern
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Vendors buy the newspaper for 50 cents each.
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25%
25% supports the production
costs at Street Sense.
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The remainder of your
$2 donation directly
supports the vendor.

@streetsensedc
/streetsensedc
OUR STORY
Street Sense began in August 2003 after
Laura Thompson Osuri and Ted Henson
approached the National Coalition for
the Homeless on separate occasions
with the idea to start a street paper in
Washington, D.C.
Through the work of dedicated
volunteers, Street Sense published its
first issue in November 2003. In 2005,
Street Sense achieved 501 ( c ) 3 status
as a nonprofit organization, formed a
board of directors and hired a full-time
executive director.
Today, Street Sense is published every
two weeks through the efforts of four
salaried employees, more than 100
active vendors, and dozens of volunteers.
Nearly 30,000 copies are in circulation
each month.

1. Street Sense will be distributed for
a voluntary donation of $2.00, I
agree not to ask for more than two
dollars or solicit donations for
Street Sense by any other means.
2. I will only purchase the paper from
Street Sense staff and volunteers and
will not sell papers to other vendors.
3. I agree to treat all others, including
customers, staff, volunteers, and
other vendors, respectfully at all
times. I will refrain from threatening
others, pressuring customers into
making a donation, or in engaging in
behavior that condones racism,
sexism, classism, or other prejudices.
4. I agree not to distribute copies of
Street Sense on metro trains and
buses or on private property.
5. I agree to abide by the Street Sense
vendor territorial policy at all times
and will resolve any related disputes I

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Brian Carome
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Mary Otto
ART DIRECTOR
Eric Falquero
SALES MANAGER
Brandon Caudill

have with other vendors in a
professional manner.

VOLUNTEERS
Monica Anderson, Jane Cave,Hayes Cobb,
Margaret Chapman, Johnathan Comer, Julie
Garel, Jeffrey Gray, Jane Goforth, Roxanne
Goldberg, Marisa Grotte, Roberta Haber, Thomas
Hedges, Jesse Helfrich, Maurice King, Sean
Lishansky, Victoria Hatterman O’Banion, Jenny
Hopkinson, Hannah Northey, Ashley Perks, David
Piper Kristin Roach, Mark Rose, Willie Schatz,
David Sellers, David Serota, Kate Sheppard, Ernie
Smith, Lydia Stepanek, Charlotte Tucker, Bryan
Watkins, Marian Wiseman, Eugene Versluysen
VENDORS
Celeste Aguzino, Clinton Allen, Gerald Anderson,
Glenn Artis, Aida Basnight, Grady Baxter, Kenneth
Belkosky, Reginald Black, Viktor Blokhine, Roger
Bond, John Branges, André Brinson, Donald
Brown, Brianna Butler, Elijah Cornish, Anthony
Crawford, Kwayera Dakari, James Davis, Charles
Davis, Clifton Davis, Chino Dean, David Denny,
Alvin Dixon El, Pieus Ennels, Linda Euell, Samuel
Fullwood, Larry Garner, Levester Green, Richard
Hart, Shakaye Henry, Ibn Hipps, Phillip Howard,
James Huges, Leonard Hyater, Donald Johnson,
Carlton Johnson, Morgan Jones, Allen Jones,
Linda Jones, Mark Jones, John Littlejohn, William
Mack, Authertimer Matthews, John Matthews,
Kina Mathis, Ashley McMullen, Jeffery McNeil,
Cynthia Mewborn, Kenneth Middleton, Gary
Minter, L. Morrow, Ash-shaheed Rabbil, Chris
Shaw, Veda Simpson, Chon Smith, Gwynette
Smith, Terron Solomon, Tamika Staton, Warren
Stevens Jr, Tony Sutton, Sybil Taylor, O. Shernell
Thomas, Eric Thompson-Bey, Sarah TurleyColin, Jacqueline Turner, Ronald Turner, Leon
Valentine, Ronald Verquer, Martin Walker, Michael
Warner, Angelyn Whitehurst, Greg Ward, Wendell
Williams, Denise Wilson

6. I understand that I am not an
employee of Street Sense, Inc. but an
independent contractor.
7. I agree to sell no additional goods or
products when distributing Street Sense.
8. I will not distribute Street Sense under
the influence of drugs or alcohol.

Donate Directly To A Vendor
Vendor Name

Vendor Badge #

9. I understand that my badge and (if
applicable) vest are property of Street
Sense, Inc. and will not deface them. I
will present my badge when purchasing
Street Sense. I will always display my
badge when distributing Street Sense.
10. I agree to support Street Sense’s
mission statement. In doing so I
will work to support the Street
Sense community and uphold its
values of honesty, respect, support,
and opportunity.

Comments

Name
Address
Email
Phone Number
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Universal Living Wage Plan Sent
Out to Mayors
An Austin nonprofit organization is asking the nation’s mayors to abolish the federal minimum wage, and replace it with a
“universal living wage.”
The group, House the Homeless believes that its plan to index the minimum
wage to county and regional housing
costs would help end homeless among
working Americans.
The group offers a “universal living
wage” formula, calculated so that employees working 40 hours a week,would
need to spend no more than 30 percent
of their income on housing, allowing
them to afford at the very least an efficiency apartment.
“Whatever county you live in, you will
be able to afford the housing in that area
if you put in your 40 hours of work,” Richard Troxell, the president of House the
Homeless, said.
More than 3.5 million Americans worked
hourly jobs at or below the minimum wage
in 2012, according to the U.S. Department
of Labor.
While mayors cannot change federal policy, Troxell believes that they will understand the initiative and advocate a change
in the current minimum wage policy.
“The mayors are the ones who are dealing with the fallout of not appropriately
addressing this problem,” Troxell said.
In Nashville, Tennessee, the average
apartment rent-excluding utilities rose to
$892 dollars in October of 2013, the highest ever. A 40 hour workweek leaves minimum wage workers with only $1,256.57 per
month. This issue is understood by Rusty
Lawrence, who is the executive director of
Urban Housing Solutions in Nashville.
“The idea of indexing the minimum

wage in locality to the cost of housing is
an excellent way to reduce the housing
cost burden on our lower income families and individuals and provide more opportunities for those without housing to
obtain it,” Lawrence said. “Right now,
we’re giving them so little that people are
homeless with a check in their pocket.”
And while Troxell understands that this
change will take time, he believes that
the universal living wage is possible.
“It would devastate the existence of
homelessness in this nation,” Troxell
said. “It would no longer even be a term
anymore.”

Skateboarding in Cambodia
Hundreds of thousands of children are
struggling for survival on the streets of
Cambodia. Many of them work in brick
factories, garbage dumps and fish processing units.
Some are on their own. Others are
trying to help their families. They are
vulnerable to the lure of gambling and
drug abuse.
There are an estimated 10,000 working
children in Phnom Penh alone.
Now a nonprofit group called Skateistan
Cambodia is using skateboards to try to
bring education to the children and keep
them drug-free.
The group’s programs are also aimed at
breaking down traditional class and gender barriers in the poor country.
The efforts appear to be making a difference, at least for some children. Every
week, nearly 200 young people come to
Skateistan’s skateboarding facility. The
facility includes colorful quarter pipes,
bank ramps and a fun box for the students
to practice their balance, kick-flips and

kick turns.
Once the children get involved in the
skating program, Skateistan’s partner organizations, the Cambodian Women’s Development Agency, Friends International,
Damnok Toek, Pour un Sourire D’Enfant,
Tiny Toones and Transitions Global are
able to offer them help with education,
shelter, counseling and health services.
Particular efforts are being made to
help girls, who traditionally have not had
access to sports.
All-girl skating programs are beginning
to reach them.
“In the past, girls didn’t get involved in
sports because they thought they couldn’t
do what the boys could,” said Kov Chansangva, who teaches skateboarding at
an all-girl skating facility. “Now, as they
start to see more and more women skaters, they realize they can do better than
the boys.”
For a nation that has over half of its 15
million person population under the age
of 25, keeping these children in school is
important for the growth of Cambodia.
“Youth are essential to Cambodia’s
development,” Benjamin Pecqueur, Skateistan country and operations manager
said. “And, given the right tools, they can
play a role in shaping its future.”

Seattle Church Helps Homeless
Care for Their Pets
Liz Foxx waited outside of Seattle’s
Union Gospel Mission with her puppy
cockapoodle, named Precious, wrapped
up in a fleece.
She was waiting for the volunteers from
the Doney Memorial Pet Clinic, who have
been helping the homeless and low income people in the Seattle area for over
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25 years. The group relies on donations,
and provides everything from veterinary
assistance to medicines, from food to
beds and from dog leashes to chew toys.
The group meets in front of Seattle’s
Union Gospel Mission twice every month
on the second and fourth Saturday, to provide care for the animals. Each animal
gets a little index card to keep track of r
medical history. This was Precious’ first
visit, so she got a brand new card.
“I’m glad they have places like this to
get your animals looked at,” Foxx said.
The program has four veterinarians with
boxes filled with medicines waiting to look
at any type of animal. In two hours time,
they can look at more than 50 animals.
The Doney Memorial Pet Clinic is named
after Dr. Bud Doney, who set up veterinary care for Seattle’s homeless in 1985.
The group has partnered up with Seattle’s
spay and neuter program. If the owner is
not willing to have his pet spayed or neutered, they will not be seen by the clinic.
Precious ended up having a low-grade
infection in her eyelids. She needed an
amoxicillin ointment and an oral antibiotic, both of which were at the clinic.
The clinic receives less than $50,000 in
donations, but consistently receives food
donations.
The program has helped many care for
their pets. Especially Christina D., who
lost her apartment in a fire. Luckily, her
dog, named Strega and her kittens made
it out alive. The Doney Clinic replaced
everything for her pets, including leashes,
pet beds and food.
“Everything else is just stuff,” Christina
said.
(Read more about animals and homelessness on page 7)
*COMPILED BY TOMMY CHALK FROM THE INTERNATIONAL
NETWORK OF STREET PAPERS’ STREETNEWSSERVICE.ORG

YES!
I want to donate:
My info:
$1500 can cover the cost of printing an issue.
$ 1500
Name
$1000
can
help
us
orient,
train,
and
support
new
vendors
$ 1000
Address
$500 can help purchase needed software
$500
$250 can provide badges for 50 vendors
$250
$100
Every dollar helps us further our mission!
$________
Email

DONATE ONLINE

Street Sense seeks to oﬀer economic opportunities for people experiencing
homelessness and poverty in our community. Our vendors work hard as
self-employed contractors distributing the newspaper, with all proots
directly supporting their success.

Comments

Please make checks payable to “Street Sense” and mail to
1317 G Street NW Washington, DC 20005
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Two Bodies Found in
Bitter Cold
By Tommy Chalk
Editorial Intern
Extreme weather may have played
a role in the deaths of two local men
in recent weeks.
In the District, the body of 56-year
old Daniel Ellis was found on a Southeast sidewalk on Feb 13. District police say Ellis was found “laying face
down and partially covered with snow”
on the 2400 block of Shannon Place.
Ellis had been reported missing from
the District’s psychiatric hospital, St.
Elizabeths, where he was a patient on
and off for nearly three decades. He
was voluntarily committed to the hospital, where he could request to leave
at any time, but his departure from
the facility had not been authorized,
according to officials.
Both the circumstances of Ellis’
disappearance and his cause of death
are still under investigation, according
to Phyllis Jones, a spokeswoman for
the District Department of Behavioral
Health.
Meanwhile, the frigid cold is being implicated in the death of a man
whose body was found in Morningside, MD.
The man, who remains unidentified
according to Prince George’s County
Police, was believed to have been
homeless.
“He was frozen solid,” a witness
told NBC News 4 reporter Erika Gonzales after the body was found Jan 3,
wedged between a brick retaining wall
and a chain link fence behind a business on Allentown Road.

“He was frozen solid”
The victim was known to people
who worked in the area. They told
Gonzalez they offered him meals and
checked on him as often as possible.
“He was a good person, you know.”
Justin Gerard, who works at a sub
shop, told Gonzalez. “He didn’t bother nobody.”

Guidelines Lacking For
Dangerous Cold
By Angela Harvey
Volunteer
In winter when temperatures can plummet to life-threateningly low levels, cities
and counties must determine under which
conditions they will open emergency shelters to protect homeless individuals from
hypothermia. But, across the country,
there is no uniformity in this decisionmaking process.
“There is no federal guidance or recommendations to states as to when emergency warming shelters should be opened
during winter weather because of the differences between local jurisdictions such
as climatic norms, available resources, and
preparedness-level of the impacted population,” said Jay Dempsey, health communication science officer at the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).
The range of temperatures,
including the wind chill factor, for the implementation
of emergency services varies
greatly across the country
from 13 ˚F in Baltimore, Md.,
to 40 ˚F in Denver, Colo., the
according to the National Coalition for the Homeless.
One reason for this variance is because medically
there is not a distinct temperature associated with an
increased risk of hypothermia.
“It’s a person’s body temperature that determines hypothermia and that cannot be
easily linked to a specific ambient temperature,” said Dr.
Jiaquen Xu, an epidemiologist
at the CDC. “Hypothermia is
defined as a body temperature of 95° F or below.”
“The rate at which the
body loses heat when exposed
to cold temperatures, basically a person’s susceptibility
to hypothermia, is influenced
by several health factors,”
said Xu.
Some of those factors include: age, underlined health
conditions, especially cardiovascular disease and metabolic disorders, malnutrition, and
alcohol, drug or nicotine use.
Hypothermia is considered
a medical emergency and can
lead to death if not promptly
treated. In the United States,
an average of 1,300 people
die each year from hypother- PHOTO CREDIT:

mia. And although it usually occurs at very
cold temperatures, it can also happen at
temperatures above 40°F, especially if a
person lacks protective clothing or if his
or her clothing is wet, the CDC said.
Without clear cut guidance, cities and
counties must develop their own terms
and strategies for providing shelters for
the homeless in cold weather. Some hypothermia policies, like the one in Baltimore
City, are set by health commissioners.
Others are established by the shelters
themselves, such as in King County, Wash.,
where a group of cold-weather shelters
agreed on a temperature is 32°F or snow
accumulation of 3 inches, said Karen
Bergsvik, Human Service Manager with the
City of Renton.

NATIONAL COALITION FOR THE HOMELESS

Here in the District of Columbia, the
Department of Health creates a yearly
Winter Plan to outline the services such
as shelters, food and transportation it
provides during the winter season from
November 1 to March 31.
Some of the city’s services operate
without temperature restrictions. However, hypothermia shelters operate only
under a hypothermia alert, which is issued
by the District’s Homeland Security and
Emergency Management Agency when the
temperature, including the wind chill factor, is 32°F or below.
Last winter season, the District issued
hypothermia alerts on 63 percent of the
days. An additional four alert days were
called in late October and early April.
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Bringing Neighbors
Together at Edgewood
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Sam Bermas-Dawes
Editorial Intern
A lively flea market, with neighbors
selling jewelry, toys, and clothes was evidence to longtime resident Bonnita Monroe that her Edgewood Terrace community
had changed for the better.
The flea market was just part of a
larger movement to bring together residents to improve their community with
the help of a nonprofit developer.
“Building camaraderie” is how Monroe
sums up such efforts.
After one of Monroe’s neighbors came
up with the idea for the flea market, Edgewood’s office of resident services helped
the woman make flyers and find space to
set it up. Then the resident started getting out the word, recruiting neighbors to
become vendors. The event was a success,
kindling fun and a sense of belonging. Perhaps most importantly, it built upon the
creativity of the residents themselves.
“We learn what people’s talents are,
what their intrinsic abilities are, and we
use that to create engagement opportunities,” explained Jennifer Lumpkin,
a community organizer at the office of
resident services.
“It was an Edgewood community engagement event and a resident ran it all
herself.”
On a tour of the project, Lumpkin
pointed proudly to computer classrooms,
a day care center, classrooms for adult
education and tutoring programs, youth
recreation areas, as well as an assortment
of meeting and counseling rooms, all designed with community needs in mind.
Edgewood also claims the distinction of
being the first high-speed internet-wired

affordable housing community in the nation. In the spring, Lumpkin is helping
residents start an indoor garden.
Public housing projects have faced
many challenges over the years. But
nonprofit organizations such as Community Preservation and Development Corp.
(CPDC), the re-developer of Edgewood
Terrace, have new ideas about how to address them.
At the heart of these efforts is the goal
of making formerly troubled projects
places where residents can have a voice
and improve their lives. As CPDC’s first
community, Edgewood Terrace has grown
to include 292 apartments with 40,000
square feet of common space for resident
services. In the meantime, CPDC has also
grown. The nonprofit has joined with a coalition of other housing nonprofits called
the Housing Partnership Network. Together they have boosted their buying power
by forming a real estate investment trust
that allows investors to pool funds and
collect modest dividends while helping to
preserve affordable housing. CPDC now
owns and operates additional affordable
housing developments in the District and
Virginia, always with an eye to offering
not only housing but services to residents.
Providing stability to lower income families has been a focus of CPDC since its
beginning, said Pamela Lyons, senior vice
president for resident services.
CPDC founder Eugene Ford saw the
housing problems District families faced
as commanding obstacles in the lives of
children.
“He saw young students, young people,

who were changing schools,” Lyons
said. “It's very difficult to maintain
achievement if
you're changing
school every year,
or changing schools
every two years.”
Tr a n s i e n c e i s
just one of the
challenges faced
by many poor
families. Households spending 30
percent or more
of their income
on housing are
cost-burdened and
may have trouble
paying for necessities like medical care,
food and transportation, according to the
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development. Such stresses are increasingly common. A family with one full-time
worker earning the minimum wage can no
longer afford the local fair-market rent
for a two-bedroom apartment anywhere
in the United States.
Monroe grew up in Edgewood Terrace in
the 1980s, and moved back in 1998. Back
when she was living with her parents, the
buildings she grew up around were outdated. She says the renovations CPDC
made when they took over helps awaken
a sense of community.
Monroe, who took computer office
skills classes offered by a community
partner in 2002, says the community has

changed drastically.
“It’s received a total face-lift.”
Lyons said she hopes that the Edgewood
Terrace model might offer larger lessons
about how to efficiently tackle the housing crisis.
“We feel out model is pretty dynamic,” Lyons said, “ and that is has built-in
flexibility to accommodate the needs of
the residents.”
She added that there is an increased interest from fund contributors to see more
cooperation between non-profit and public housing organizations.
“I think that this is certainly a model
that, if replicated, begins to build a capacity for resident in communities like
ours to grow and become sustainable.”

Edgewood Terrace, a nonprofit affordable housing community, encourages opportunities for neighbors to get together through facilities such as (left to right) a computer lab,
reading room and children’s center. PHOTOS BY JOHNATHAN COMER
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Neighborhood Activists
Want Voice in New Projects

By Morgan Austin
Editorial Intern

By Reginald Black
Vendor
Neighborhood residents should have
more of a say about development plans
that impact public property.
That was the message of community
advocates who gathered for a Feb. 15
forum hosted by the grassroots group
Empower DC.
The theme of the meeting, held at the
Anacostia Library was “DC Communities
are Fighting Back Against Harmful Developments.” Topics ranged from an ongoing
fight against the H Street/ Benning Road
streetcar project, to concerns about a
proposed condominium development at
McMillan Park to a long-running struggle
over renovations at the Highland Dwellings public housing project.
Participants learned how neighborhood
groups can harness the power of legal action, municipal zoning and historic preservation laws to shape or stop projects
planned for public property in their areas.
In addition, they got updates about current
efforts from Frazer Walton of the Kingman
Park Civic Association, Tony Norman of the
Friends of McMillan Park and Robert Lee of
Highland Park Together We Stand.
City officials are enthusiastic about the
H Street/Benning Road Streetcar line,
which is expected to run between Union
Station and the Anacostia River. The segment is just one piece of an overall One
City Line that will travel across the city
east to west from beyond the Anacostia
to the Georgetown waterfront.
But the Kingman Park Civic Association
is fighting the project. Members oppose
the construction of a maintenance facility
for the streetcars at the former Spingarn
High School, built in 1913 and designated
an historic landmark. They also worry

PHOTO COURTESY OF DC GOVERNMENT

Is Metro Really
Going to do More
for the Homeless?

Construction underway at the historic Spingarn Highschool, part of a streetcar project
being planned by city government.
PHOTO BY REGINALD BLACK

about storm water run off and the dangers of “electromagnetic fields” emanating from electrical wires needed to power
the streetcars
Last summer, a federal judge denied a
request by the Kingman Park Civic Association to stop the construction. But the
struggle goes on.
Then there is the plan by Vision McMillan
Partners to build townhouses, apartments,
stores and other structures on another
unique city landmark, McMillan Park.
McMillan served as a natural water purification system until World War ll and was
declared a park by President William Taft
at the turn of the twentieth century. The
concrete columns that underlie the 25-acre
land filtration plant are some of the stron-

gest structures in the world, advocates say,
made of natural petrified concrete. These
columns are so strong that they withstood
the earthquake that rocked the city in
2011, cracking other landmarks including
the Washington Monument.
The project as proposed by Vision
McMillan would include 150 townhomes
with 10 percent designated affordable,
and 520 apartments, with at least 20
percent affordable, as well as a health
care facility, a grocery and other stores.
A community center, a healing garden, a
walking path and open space would also
be part of the project.
Friends of McMillan Part say they are
worried about environmental damage to
the site. They continue to fight “the condoization” of the historic park.
In the case of Highland Dwellings, advocates continue to work for the preservation of their homes in the garden-style
public housing development. They formed
Highland Together We Stand to gain more
of a voice in the renovation of the 208
unit project. A lawsuit against the District
of Columbia Housing Authority resulted in
a settlement ensuring that the development will remain public housing for 40
years. But according to resident Robert
Lee, much work remains to be done to
ensure the community remains viable.
“It’s not like we are not trying to embrace the change,” he said at the forum. “We have to keep something for
us.” Lee said.

The relationship between low-income
riders and Washington’s transit system
could be seen as a two-way street. The
district’s poor and minority residents depend upon public transportation and the
Metro system depends upon the fares of
low-income and minority riders.
Yet are there ways the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA)
could better serve these riders? When
WMATA questioned homeless Metro users
and poverty advocates, the answer turned
out to be “yes.”
Homeless men and women at the Coalition of Housing and Homeless Organizations (COHHO) February meeting told the
WMATA officials they felt they had been
discriminated against by Metro bus drivers. Others said they believed Metro drivers bypassed areas where homeless people
were waiting. Some expressed concerns
about the accessibility of bus routes on
certain days, particularly for elderly and
disabled riders.
An estimated 23 percent of Metro riders subsist on low incomes and 55 percent
are members of minority groups, according to WMATA. Federal law, specifically
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act prohibits
discrimination on the basis of race, color
and national origin in programs and activities receiving federal financial support.
The representatives from Metro told the
crowd they hoped to find better ways to
serve and communicate with riders, particularly those coping with language barriers, poverty and homelessness.
They described outreach programs and
pop-up events they have held, and contacts
they have made with community organizations and church groups serving minorities
and the poor. They said they are continuing
to seek insights through surveys and interviews conducted at transit stations. Some
audience members suggested the Metro officials should visit city shelters to talk with
more homeless riders, and do more outreach through social media, newspapers,
radio, and television advertisements.
One participant, homeless advocate
Eric Sheptock, who is homeless himself,
said many members of the homeless community are doubtful that anything they say
will change the system. Still, at the end
of the discussion, another speaker, Valerie
Williams spoke of the importance of inclusion. She observed that there needs to be
a point where more people are included
in the equation and fewer people are left
out of the equation.
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In the days leading up to the 2014 Winter Olympics in Sochi, the Russian government hired a private company to cull stray
dogs roaming the newly-constructed Olympic Village. Several hundred stray dogs
were killed, according to news accounts.
The step shocked animal-lovers
around the world. ESPN’s Keith Olbermann, for example, said the Olympic
games were “stained with the blood of
thousands of dogs.”
Meanwhile, on the ground in Sochi,
volunteers rushed to rescue additional
strays and get them to safety. Their hastily-constructed makeshift pens have now
been replaced by a solidly-built 250-dog
shelter, funded by a Russian billionaire.
Several U.S. athletes have extended their
stay in Russia to help facilitate the adoption of the remaining dogs by working with
international animal rights groups.
While the District’s problem with strays
is not apparently on the same scale as Sochi’s, animal homelessness is still a very
real issue.
Each year, nearly 4,000 stray animals
find their way to the Washington Humane
Society. The reasons for an animal’s entry
to a local shelter such as the WHS are
varied. Some are pets, surrendered by
their owners. Others are strays, brought
in by concerned citizens. Regardless of
the circumstances, the WHS accepts
these animals.
“We accept any animal, for any reason,” according to ChristieLyn Diller of
the WHS. To help make her point, Diller
recounts the story of the time last year
when the WHS found itself in the possession of 100 chicks. The baby birds had
been mis-routed to D.C. by the United
States Postal Service. All the chicks eventually found a new home at a New York
farm sanctuary.
And unlike Sochi, the D.C. area already
has a broad network of shelters and
animal welfare groups working to find
humane responses to animal homelessness. The Washington Humane Society,
the Washington Animal Rescue League,
Friends of Homeless Animals, the Animal
Welfare League of Arlington, and Alley
Cat Allies are just a few local groups
that dedicate their resources towards
improving the lives of animals, homeless
or otherwise.
While these groups are independent
of one another, they often work together

when needed. For example, the Washington Animal Rescue League houses
adoptable animals that come from local
shelters, such as the WHS, when space is
limited. Likewise, a portion of the adoptable animals at the Animal Welfare League
of Arlington come from rural shelters.
“Our concern is for the best interest
of the animal and their quality of life.
We work with a large network of rescue
partners, both locally and across state
borders,” according to Kerry McKeel of
AWLA. While adoption is the desired goal,
sometimes animals are euthanized, she
acknowledged.
“AWLA is an ‘open-access’ animal shelter, meaning that we take all animals, for
any reason. We never euthanize animals
due to space. However, we do euthanize
for medical or behavioral reasons,” McK-

eel said.
Diller said WHS sometimes must also
take that step.
“An animal will stay as long as needed
and [until it’s adopted]. However, if an
animal is too unhealthy, sick, or severally
injured, we do sometimes have to euthanize them.”
While some groups see it as their mission to safeguard the future of all types
of animals, others take a narrower focus.
A few local groups concentrate specifically on helping feral cats. In many cities
in America and around the world, feral cat
colonies abound in alleys and parks.
The District is no exception. In response, some local groups have launched
“trap-neuter-release” or TNR efforts. A
shelter will target a particular colony of
cats, trap them safely in wire cages and

Stephanie DeMoss maintains feral cat traps in Southeast D.C..
PHOTOS BY JOHNATHAN COMER

have them neutered or spayed.
Kittens and young cats that appear
adoptable are found homes. Older cats
who are less socialized are re-released to
the wild. The end result is a colony of cats
that cannot reproduce, thereby helping to
ensure the population does not increase.
According to Diller, the program has
been very successful: “Officers have noted adecrease in the number of feral cats
they see. Last year alone we brought in
over 2,000 cats from Northeast D.C. [to
be sterilized and released]” This year, her
group is hoping to shift its focus to another part of the city.
Rachel Gorlin, who has been caring for
a number of colonies near Takoma Park,
has noticed a dramatic decrease in the
number of kittens over the past year,
which she believes to be the result of
TNR. By partnering with local shelters,
Gorlin has ensured nearly all the cats she
cares for are neutered or spayed.
Whether the cats are returned to their
colonies or given homes, the overall goal
of TNR programs is to lessen the suffering
of stray cats.
“Life for strays is uncertain. The weather, certain predators such as raccoons,
and starvation make their lives difficult,”
noted Stephanie DeMoss of the Washington
Humane Society’s Community Cats Program. Her concern reflected the urgency
her group finds in its mission: to ensure a
humane and safe future for cats, homeless
or otherwise.

Rachel Gorlin care for a Takoma Park stray
cat colony. PHOTO BY JOHNATHAN COMER
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Imagine a New
Central ML King Jr.
Library!
By Henrieese Roberts
Vendor
Joi Mecks asked “Why a new library?
Many buildings need facelifts and rehabs as they age. Our central library is
due for a major renovation.
The overhaul will help the 42-year old
Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial Library at
901 G. Street, NW meet the current and
future needs of city residents and visitors.
In the library’s Great Hall on on Saturday, February 15, Mecks, the city’s
interim chief librarian hosted a program
that gave members of the community a
chance to hear about three imagined designs for the project.

Our facilitator was Don Edwards who
informed us that we had reached a milestone in our journey. We were to hear the
three teams ideas, that the selected team
ideas were just that – ideas how space
could be utilized. Participants weighed
in on their favorites. Then, on February
18, the winning team was announced.
Mecanoo and Martinez + Johnson Architecture, a DC-based firm that has extensive experience with historic renovation
projects, has been selected.
Francine Houben, who did the presentation for Martinez + Johnson said that
a library is the most public building in
the city and deserves public space; that
libraries need cafés and sandwich shops.
She said that people have many ways of
studying and books should be celebrated
with a self-serve help desk as well as a
help desk. Houben added that meeting
spaces are needed that give respect; that
roof gardens of a part of the future. She
stretched her hands to indicate that the
top floor is a destination to stimulate vertical flow.
The Dudley Center in Boston represents

a project completed by her firm. That
project demonstrates that Martinez +
Johnson knows how to work with a neighborhood.
The challenge the firm will face in renovating our central library is to bring two
strong identities together while rendering
a design that is contemporary with a human touch.
The MLK library was designed by Ludwig
Mies van der Rohe. It is a 400,000 square
foot structure, built of steel, brick and
glass. It was the famous architect’s last
building, his only public library, and his
only building constructed in Washington,
D.C. The building was completed in 1972
at a cost of $18 million.
The central Library was named in honor
of the American civil rights leader Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. The building’s lobby
includes a large mural of King by artist
Don Miller. The entrance also boasts two
hand/finger paintings of King by the District’s children.
King’s paintings are
precious to us because they help address
and contain our rage over slavery and injustice as well as release our bondage.
Houben said her team would like to
take a historical monument and produce
a healthy building with good ventilation
and daylight as well as flexibility.
Houben projected 80 housing units on
the top floor. She described a simple, elegant, not-competing-with-other-publicbuildings library.
“Imagine a state of the art library,” she
said.
“Imagine” a hygiene center for our
homeless citizens in our library. Once we
become clean we can remain so.
“Imagine” that we will not be laughed
at by our Japanese visitors when they
come to see their precious gifted Cherry
trees in the spring.
“Imagine” that our wonderful Mayor
Gray and the library board resolve the
bathroom issues of toilet tissue immediately. We need to wash and dry our hands
after bathroom use.
“We cannot use the bathroom!” was uttered by a voice in our midst.”
1600 community members gave the library feedback for the project thus far
and Joi Mecks was very joyful for your responses. Thank you.

Keeping His Dream Alive
By Larry Garner, Vendor

On my daily routine walking on 19th
and K St. NW. I have come in contact
with people from all ethnic backgrounds,
race, and nationalities. I have had the
opportunity and pleasure of sharing lunch
with a young lady from India and I was
introduced to the food from her country
(and i like it). I have had many conversations and words of encouragement from
my Jewish patrons and friends.
I have had prayer with a young lady
from Asia. We continue to encourage
each other on a daily basis. I have many
Caucasian brothers and sisters who encourage and inspire me daily with their
willingness to look past the color of my
skin and see the content of my character.
And the African-American brothers and
sisters encourage me by telling me that
the sin is not in failing, but failing to get
back up and try again. I am blessed by
all these experiences shared with me by
all these wonderful people who remind
me that the dream of Martin Luther King
still lives on. I am fortunate to be apart
of the International Square community
that is a melting pot for people from all
over the world, at 19th and K St.
There are two quotes from Martin Luther King that are dear to my heart.
1. “I have a dream that one day this
nation would rise up and live out the true
meaning of its creed: “We hold these

truths to be self evident, that all men
are created equal.”
2. “I have a dream that my four little
children will one day live in a nation
where they will not be judged by the
color of their skin, but by the content of
their character.
PS. Shout out to my many wonderful
customers at 19th and K St. One of my
customers recently wrote me a wonderful card. Among her kind words were
these:

“It warms my heart every morning to
hear your booming voice greeting folks
heading to work! You are a blessing. What
a great way to start off the morning seeing you!
PS - Cannot wait for your next publication. Enjoy your writings/stories very
much. God Bless you, Larry Garner!”

Painting (left), historic development of MLK-then Central-Library (top), and mural
within MLK Library. PHOTOS BY HENRIEESE ROBERTS
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BLACK HISTORY MONTH

Black HistoryTime of
Great Depression
By Sybil L. Taylor
Vendor

ally painful for a lot of people, who were
in it.Working in the hot sun in the cotton
field, from sun up to sun down, having no
air, no glass of cold water, working sick
or well. No relief or break, working hard.
Slaves had a miserable time in the
field. Dealing with lynching, a lot of
hatred and segregation. If you were light
skinned you could easily get a job working for whites. Blacks had a hard time
because of skin color; if you were dark
skin, medium brown, that was out of
the question.

On the battlefields of
the Civil War and World
Wars I and II, some lived,
some died, some had a
story to tell. How their
friends and family got
killed in the war, some
can live and cry for a
sorrowful battle: sadness
of not being accepted as
as black person.
Some whites also had
a hard time, during this
time of heartache and
pain, along with rejection and emotional stress
and pressure of being
hated on for no reason.
Look down on a nobody
or a nothing. Feeling
bad, scarred and broken hearted, during the
times of slavery was re-

CHILDREN’S ART: JAZZ LESSON

2,453 schoolage children experienced homelessness last year in D.C., about 1
and 20 children, or more than 1 child per classroom. The Homeless Children’s
Playtime Project visits 6 different transitional housing and emergency shelter
programs to provide weekly activities, healthy snacks, and opportunities to play
and learn to as many children as possible.

Courtesy of the Homeless Children’s Playtime Project

If you did not look white male or
female, you were not accepted: pretty
light skin, pretty skin, small keen nose,
good hair. It was so upsetting for those
who were not this color. Depression
would set in easily. How does anybody
know how they felt?
Low income jobs, underpaid wages.
Only jobs out there were for very
dark skinned people were as cooks,
maids, butlers, as well as being in films:
actors, actresses, singers, dancers,
had problems.
Blacks and whites not getting along
with each other, not having equal rights,
could not share schools, bathrooms,
public places, department stores, restaurants, bars, everywhere, blacks only/
whites only, water fountains, everything
was segregated. Being called nigger,
colored, black. Answering yes sir!! Yes
ma’am!! Words of hurt, suffering, loss,
and pains of hurtful words, very deep
pain, crying of hurt and rejection.
No one can ever heal when all is said
and done; one day we shall overcome,

one day. Thanks to great people like
Martin Luther King, John F. Kennedy,
Abraham Lincoln, powerful voices of our
cause. Heros that helped America to be
what it is today. Freedom rings, freedom
comes, freedom of being free of bondage and chains, being broken, as people
once were.
Today America is free, free to do
whatever you want. We have a lot of
people dating all races, gays and lesbians’ rights of marriage, being who you
wanna be—getting jobs, eating at restaurants, going to bars, schools, stores,
everywhere. America is FREE, we have
our first Afro-American President Obama,
the first black president in the history of
the United States of America. We needed
change. We got change, change of life
and the way we live. Free from Bondage.
Free from all the hate and pain we are
strong we are free and we are healed. No
more pain and no more sorrow. Free
at last.

United Black History
By Reginald Black, Vendor

With the mainstream media’s take on
people from within the homeless
black history, we often tend to forget the
community came to him, hoping to start
here and now as we reflect on the past.
a new group. Black said he declined at
On February 22, a new group in Washingfirst, but because of frustration with the
ton decided to do a little something difsituation of the homeless population, he
ferent to celebrate Black History Month.
changed his mind.
The gathering was hosted by the OrganiAccording to Black, Washington’s
zation of United People (OUP), who
homeless population includes many
served sandwiches donated by
Afircan Americans. He points
Pret a Manger. Held inside
out that African Americans
St. Stephen and the Incarhave been influential in
nation Episcopal Church,
the advancement of the
home to Thrive DC and
homeless population.
Loaves and Fishes, this
For example, in 2011,
meeting introduced
it was
contributions of black
African Americans
people to the homewho st ood up for
less population.
the city’s emergenOUP’s mission is
cy shelters.“There
to give the homewere people on the
less a forum for
sidelines who didn’t
expression. Valerie
believe we could do
Williams said that
it, but we proved
the group wanted
that once we are
to bring black hisorganized and detertory to the homeless.
mined, victory is cer“They are people and
tain,” Black said. And
we need to show people
yet, “we haven’t been
that the homeless have
able to duplicate
talent, they are human
that since.”
and exist,” she said.
Black feels that the home“We want to bring homeless
less population lacked an orindividuals love,” Williams A homeless musician. ganization capable of taking
said. She emphasized the PHOTO BY REGINALD BLACK
advantage of the energy and
need to work with the homemotivation of its population.
less so that they can show society that a
The black history forum was OUP’s first
homeless person can be productive.
public event. When it comes to issues
OUP’s short journey began August 28,
of the homeless, OUP members are not
2013, with its founding. Obediah Black
afraid to put color into the struggle.
said that for 14 months, different
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Requiem for a Soul Snowman
By Chris Shaw, “The Cowboy Poet”
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(*see page 4 to read about the two men found dead in the snow)
After the down blast,
The sun reappears.
Promptly, the features on the
snowman's face
Wash away like useless tears.
What Valhalla exists above
For an expiring snowman
Bereft of love?
Is it a white chateau
Like Chennonceau?
Or the stronghold, marked
with pennon and crosses?
Or perhaps an architect's
icy likeness
Carved from frozen slush
A spiked dome of Capitol,
Or the Royal Mounds
of Kush!
No, the snowman's soul
Has fled, we know not where
Maybe straight up,
into clear thin air.
The flow of Time
and warming rays
Have melted down their
Earthly days.
Yes, the snow figures have toppled
Into one another-- and,
I'm not lying; Now, they
tell me, It is Clowns, too
Who are dying.
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The Rescuer and the Drifter
By Jeffrey Mcneil, Vendor

Growing up in New
Jersey, I learned the
limits of help and
charity. I learned
that motivations
of some would-be
rescuers were not
based on concern for
the well-being of others but on something
else: a need for power and control. Some
used charity to keep their wounded victims in captivity. I learned to be skeptical
of intentions disguised as guidance because more often than not, they resulted
in dreadful consequences.
My skepticism of rescuers began when
I had a secret childhood crush. She was
fond of animals that had been abandoned.
Because of my desires, I followed her
in search of stray dogs, cats, and other
creatures that were cast off by society. At
first, it was exhilarating. We were making
a difference, rescuing animals that were
cast aside and forgotten.
We debated endlessly on the role humans
have on nature. Although I didn’t have her
passion for animals, I knew this made her
happy, so I didn’t oppose anything she did.
As she prattled about the plight of wildlife,
I took her words literally, as if her words
came from a Greek goddess.
What I didn’t know was that she was
espousing a distorted worldview called
liberalism. However, I decided to make
a trade off. I would hide my skepticism
about the rights of furry animals for the
company of a woman. But I was jealous
because these animals competed with me
for her affection. I dreamed of ways to
remove these animals from the picture.
Realizing she’d never stopped loving animals, I tried a new tactic, manipulation. I
tried to warn her that skunks will always
be skunks and nothing could change that.
However, her heart bled for these animals.
She always defended, denied, and excused
any behavior that depicted animals as offenders instead of victims.
I couldn’t mask my contempt any longer. I felt trapped. I had a conservative
view on wildlife, but felt ashamed. I was
taught to respect and love others, but
these animals were nasty. They pooped,
peed, and smelled. My exposure to these
animals didn’t give me an appreciation for
wildlife, but made me realistic about the
world we live in.
Through the years, I continued to follow her, searching for every broken wing,
stray dog, and wet cat. We even cried
when a robin we tried to save died.
I was losing her to wildlife. However,
my chance came to win her over. We
caught a Canadian goose. This bird was
mean and ornery. I thought the bird
would test her resolve and she would become discouraged, but the reverse happened. She became infatuated with the

goose and continued nurturing it.
One day, tragedy struck. When comforting this goose, she was viciously attacked.
She ended up in the emergency room with
a gash, a bloody nose, and a black eye.
After that incident, we drifted apart.
We reunited years later, but I realized she
hadn’t changed. She had shifted her passion from rescuing wounded animals to saving wounded men. Although her brilliance
could have landed anyone, she suffered
from low self-esteem. Her ego wouldn’t
allow her to pursue a male who was work
driven and ambitious. Instead, she was in
search of men with broken wings, people

We reunited years later,
but I realized she didn’t
change. She just shifted
her passion of rescuing
wounded animals to saving wounded men.
who lacked motivation and drive. I began
to understand why she rescued wounded
souls. Her rescuing wasn’t based on moral
certitude; instead, she used charity as a
way to control and have empowerment
over men she felt were weaker. She realized if she kept nurturing, they would
remain in captivity and never be able to
leave her. Her need to improve others was
a hidden form of gender role reversal that
allowed her to have dominance.
I warned her about the dangers of enabling the drifter, but she insisted these
people needed a voice. She eventually
lowered her standards and became entangled. Instead of encouraging these men
to take responsibility and find work, she
became pregnant and the men dipped off.
It was disheartening to see her when she
became feminine and submissive.
In her quest to save wounded ducks,
she lost her potential too. She refused
to believe that drifters were drifters for
a reason. While it true that some seeds
can be rescued, most seeds are just rotten
and when allowed to mix, they destroy the
whole crop. Today, she has five kids, receives government assistances, and is facing prison time for a drug raid in her home.
I would like to say she was the exception,
but I saw this movie too many times.
When people ask me how to help the
poor, I ask them, do they know the difference between a wounded duck and a
wounded rat? If you don’t know the consequences of helping either one, just walk
away and help neither one. You and society will be better off.
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OPINION

A Bleeding Heart
By Angie Whitehurst, Vendor

A bleeding heart
A red red heart
Pulsating with joy
Happiness, love
Warmth and overwhelming
Joy. I care, I love
And I am brave enough
To share the thought
Out loud.
I love my city.
I love my country.
I love my family.
I love people who do good deeds..
I love people who care
Enough to help others.
I love people whose passion
Moves them to keep moving
The obstacles in society.

Shelter Task Force Continues to Deliberate
By Reggie Black, Vendor - “Da’ Street Reportin’ Artist”
In the ongoing
conversation of the
federal city shelter,
it is clear that the
people living in the
facility need to have
a say in their own future. The Community
for Creative Nonviolence (CCNV) shelter
taskforce, convened by councilmember
Jim Graham, is giving advocates and others concerned about the issue a new way
of accomplishing just that.
At the October 31 meeting of the Taskforce, councilman Graham appointed
ex officio members to a sub-committee
to gather community input to consider,
along with recommendations to the city
council and the mayor. The sub-committee
decided to hold listening sessions to give
residents of federal city shelter a chance
to have their voices heard. The committee has also put forth a survey to gather
the community’s feelings on the issues,
which range from empowerment to raw
neglect. The latest of these listening sessions took place in the drop-in center of
CCNV on Thursday, February 20th, 2014.
In October, it was found that the district
government currently controls the building the shelter is located in, but the arts
and education center and parking lots belong to the CCNV non-profit organization.
A goal for advocates like Eric Sheptock is
for his fellow residents to have a say in
the process. We have people who want to
hear what you think about the future of
this building.
For years, CCNV has dealt with many
problems. Some of its residents, like Ginny

Rene Barns, feel CCNV is a horrible place
for the homeless. “It’s almost like a prison,” she said. Barnes also said she feels
she doesn’t get any sleep and CCNV is not
a safe place. Paul Lee Taylor, financial director of the People for Fairness coalition,
said, “if the CCNV program was run like it
says on the website, things would be fine.
But it’s not.” Taylor pointed out the building is a mess, saying if this building was
run correctly, it wouldn’t matter where it
was located. Some of the residents feel
that where CCNV is currently is a great
location, close to transportation and a fitting location to access services in Washington. A suggestion that made a strong
stand was that there should be some sort
of phasing system integrated into homeless services in order to help clients move
from one point to the next. Some, like
Duane, feel that CCNV is a good program,
but he is having trouble with staff. Duane
said “I shouldn’t have to deal with someone else’s judgement of who I am. I should
be about being who I am.”

If this building was run
correctly, it wouldn’t matter where it was located.
Overall, those who live at 425 Second
Street feel that their transportation and
medical services will be affected if they
are forced to move. They do support a
new shelter and/or possibly temporary
housing. What remains to be seen is the
strategy of the Task Force to ensure that
all residents at CCNV are served.
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The Street Sense Writers’ Group is led by two writing professionals and
meets every Wednesday at 10:30 a.m. The group’s goal is to develop
ideas and collaborate on the next great issue of Street Sense.

My Black History

The Light

By Veda Simpson, Vendor

I was born to the
late David and Edna
Simpson, April 29,
1955, at Freeman
Hospital, now Howard University Hospital. I was brought up
on Pomeroy Road SE
until I was five years old, when we moved
to Deanwood. I went to Merritt Elementary, Roper Junior High, and then Eastern
High School.
I didn’t want for anything. My father
was head of the household. He made my
mother resign from her government job,
and he supported us on his auto mechanic’s salary.
I loved my mom and dad, but my dad
the most. I tried so hard to be like my
dad. I believe when he died things in my
life fell apart. I got sick on and off for 15
years. I was in the hospital for one year. I
had 13 operations on my stomach. Drugs,
a fast life, you name it, I did it. When I hit
rock bottom nothing was left.
Then a kitten came into my life, look-

By Robert Warner, Vendor
ing up to me with her mouth wide open.
It was time for me to suck it up and get it
together! I got into a drug program, started working at Street Sense, completed my
veterinarian assistant training, and my life
is finally together.
Can you count how many people could
have lived the life I lived? Living outside
in the cold and heat, not eating for days,
not knowing where you were going from
day to day? How many can live the life I
lived and come out smelling like a rose?

There is a giant
light that will shine
forever. Many men
have tried to darken
its glow, only to be
subdued, blinded
and rendered deaf
and dumb. They tell
tales of the light and the dark days that
were before its mighty coming. Some say
it was prophecy for only the giver of night
and days knows.

For many moons have charted its coming, always straight from where it is.
Some are born into its beauty, whereas
others die and will never know just a passing thought as they go.
Generation after generation follows.
But why do they lead their young down
that dark road? Can’t they see the love,
the peace, the joy that is shining from the
great light into men’s hearts and souls?
For, in the end, the spirit shall be known.

Words Of Fiction
By Yu, Vendor

Once I picked up the pen, it was empty. The stupid thing would not write. Every time,
it never fails. A man cannot just do what is on his mind.
I just threw it!
Once sleeping, it was like looking into the clouds. I was here, but was I really there?
Things happening to me and my body made me feel dead.
Then I woke up, suddenly alive, still wondering what really happened to me while I
was sleeping.

Veda and her father.

My Katrina, PART 5
By Gerald Anderson
Vendor
Previously: After
hours of hacking
away at the ceiling,
Calio mounted the
ladder up through
the roof and waved
a white sheet. A helicopter finally arrived with four men who came down and
helped deliver his girlfriend Keisha’s baby
boy. The rescuers then hauled Keisha, the
infant, and Keisha’s other two sons up to
the helicopter and to safety. Calio, three
other buddies, and I insisted on staying...
I said to my boys, “I’m tellin’ you man,
we better get back to the projects. We
shoulda gone on that helicopter. Y’all
shoulda followed your own minds. Let’s at
least get back to the projects and higher
ground, where everyone at.”
Outside, the flood water was up to our
noses. We pushed the boat we had found
the previous day at an evacuated house,
because toppled trees and tangled wires
made it impossible to paddle. We passed
cars that were completely submerged,
others that were floating. One family got
stuck trying to get to the Superdome in a
Brown’s Velvet Dairy truck.
I pointed to cats meowing on a roof-

top and shouted over the steady whooshing sounds, “They got more sense than
we got!”
Along the way, we met a man whose
roof had busted in; he told us they were
sleeping in the bathtub. Another family
huddled on their porch in prayer. I prayed
too, with every move I made.
Besides us, dogs were trying to get
help, just like all the humans. Some had
the mange with scabs and patches of missing fur. They were paddling like crazy,
fighting the currents for their lives. On the
surface of the rushing water, bloated, lifeless bodies of little puppies floated past.
That we were in the midst of a terrifying event was further made real by signs
scrawled on houses: Please help us! People Dog Cat . . . Need food! . . . GRANDMA
INSIDE NEEDS DIALYSIS! . . . Bush get down
here right now!
You could hear screams of people
trapped in their homes. That’s when I began thinking about those I had left behind
when I was released from Orleans Parish
Prison only a few weeks earlier. If I were
still in a cell, what would be happening to
me? And with the disaster getting rougher by the minute, I didn’t even want to
imagine what guys were going through in
“the hole,” an underground cell—located
beside the morgue—where unruly inmates
were sent for fighting or other misbehav-

ior. I knew how it was because I had been
in the hole for smoking cigarettes; you
weren’t supposed to smoke in the prison.
Twice a day you got one scoop of oatmeal. And you got one sandwich—that’s
it. And the rats in the hole? They’re the
fattest rats I’d ever seen. They crawl all
over the place, and they don’t run away
from you.
Being below ground, the hole would
surely be flooded by now. I began thinking
about my friend Smiley, who was always
getting into fights, both with deputies and
other inmates. He’s probably in the hole
this very minute, I thought.
I also wondered about friends I had
played cards and dominoes with and even
a few deputies I was cool with. I used to
talk to them at night about the street and
what I would do if I beat the charge. I’d
tell them, “I’m never comin’ back. I’m
gonna find a nice job and get a new life.”
They would say, “Aw man, we heard you
tell that story before.”
My biggest concern in prison was getting to the dentist or doctor. If you say
you’ve got a toothache, they tell you to
go lie down. It might be days before you
see the nurse or doctor. Some guys went
to dialysis a few times a week. We had
a separate unit for those with AIDS and
other serious medical conditions. I was
under a lot of stress while in prison, but I

had to remember to stand strong in order
to survive. It was like going to war; you
can’t put your head down or you’ll lose
the battle.
But now, I worried that deputies would
go home to their families and I wondered
what would become of the those left
locked in their cells. It wasn’t until after the storm that I read accounts about
deputies abandoning inmates, who were
still locked up without food or drinking
water. I heard that some prisoners—being
criminal-minded—knew how to file down
toothbrushes and bush combs to make
them into keys, which they used to pop
the locks. Some escaped, some stayed behind to help others.
There was nothing anyone could do to
rescue those behind steel doors—the guys
in solitary. Some inmates suffered from
conditions like diabetes and epilepsy and
didn’t have their medication. Some never
made it out.
Many of the prisoners who were left
to fend for themselves -- without food or
drink in the rising sewage waters -- were
teenagers; and many of them were being held for minor violations; some hadn’t
even been charged. As for me, my time in
prison was sweet like cake, compared to
my battle with Katrina.
(to be continued)
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The Mysterious
Masonic
Ring
Chapter 8: Kittie’s Tale (cont’d)
Kitty and Dickerson talk about what
the man they call Bowler Hat is up to and
why he seems so interested in Dickerson.
They put together a series of clues and
conclude that Bowler Hat believes that
the Templar Treasure is nearby. They wonder if Bowler Hat thinks a ring Dickerson
inherited from Frank is a key to where
the treasure is hidden...
I had a feeling there was something
wrong with that picture, I just couldn’t put
my finger on what it was. Fishing for clues,
I asked, “So how does your aunt know all
this, anyway?”
“Some of it comes from Frank’s Masonic handler, passed down through channels,” she answered. “Every Eastern Star

lodge has a Mason who assists in running
it. Frank’s handler kept an eye on him to
make sure everything was going OK. He
noticed Bowler Hat taking an interest and
he reported back to Worshipful Master,
over at 17th Street. Worshipful Master
would then send memos to all Masonic
and Eastern Star lodges on the Delmarva
Peninsula to keep everyone in the area informed. It was considered top priority.”
“Why?” I asked.
“I can’t tell you everything right
now,” she said. “I was given permission to
tell you this much, as it’s your life that’s
at stake in this. If all goes well, though, I
might be able to tell you everything when
this adventure is over.”

By Chris Shaw, “Cowboy Poet” Episode 6

SKID ROW RIALTO, A.M.
Billy stays with Elaine in her room at
the Astoria, above the Heaven Book Store.
He goes to see Cholo, the bookstore owner, about possible work...
Like an imitation sunrise, the pink and
lime-green riband of neon snapped on
right before the more blood red lettering
of “ASTORIA H-o-t-e-l” joined the visual
cacophony of lower 14th Street.
Lots of commotion roiled the bowels of
the hotel/rooming house/quickie parlor,
and it wasn’t the rumbling bellies in the
aisles of the Happiness Restaurant, but
the ruck going on in Heaven Bookstore.
“Whaddya mean ya need ta run up to
yer room? Don’cha mean ELAINE’s joint?
She’s yer KEEPER, ain’t she now? Luck?
Billy ya dang PUNK?”
Ferret wasted no time in trying to chop
Billy down to his runty stature, figuratively
if not literally.
Cholo waded in at once, his hammy
hands flailing. He was worried that
“Apache” might be a bit too ready to employ his box-cutter on Billy’s face.
“Whoa, now, just WHO is the punk in
dis confection, I says.” Cholo pulled Ferret away.
Billy softly but firmly repeated what
he’d just announced to the bookstore duo.
“I, er, forgot to say g’bye to Elaine —”
“O, let me just barf,” belched Ferret,
but Cholo grunted for Billy to go back upstairs since he was off the clock anyhow.
Billy squirmed up the tiny passageway to
the creaky back stairs.
“Nice butt, don’t he,” drooled Ferret.
Cholo threw him a couple bundles of
American Sportsman. Direct hit, in fact”Mebbe this’ll shut you up a minute, lil’
bruddah, I mean, WORM!” Billy, in fact,
did care a fair degree for Elaine, even
though he was quick to pick up the constant downer vibe behind her blotchy
rouged smile of forced cheer.

When he reached Room 301, a pert
coffee-colored young lady with her jetblack hair pinned up with what looked like
tortoise-shell trimmed in real jewels and
wearing the tightest jeans and prettiest
cotton tube top he’d ever seen, fully filled
the door arch between Billy and Elaine.
“Oh Billy, this ... is Lupe,” chirped Elaine,
through the bodies — hers and Lupe’s.
“Please to meet ya, Loopy,” offered
Billy Luck. “I wa’ just e’splaining to Lanie,
so sorry about the ‘asustadanda noise,’
you know Jose was out on leave with the
ships, and was so muy alegria to see me,
I am so sorry!
“We’ve never had an earthquake in
the Tenderloin, but my goodness, Lupe,
there’s a first time for everything.”
The two dancing girls broke down in
a sea of tittering. Billy blew a kiss to
Elaine, insisting Cholo needed him back,
but Elaine wouldn’t hear of it. “We’re going over to Grand’s five an’dime to have
a morning coffee with our neighbor Lupe,
so you can’t stop us!!”
As the two gals tugged Billy past the
window of Cholo’s shop, chicken hawk was
livid, the boss strangely calm.
“Let him go, Ferret, he ain’t on the
clock yet—”
“What clock,” the guttersnipe retorted.
“All we got’s is a sign-in sheet!”
Cholo simply shrugged. Down on F
Street, Billy gazed up in amazement at
the glowering lions and Bacchus faces on
the 19th-century commercial buildings.
“My home town in Delaware is way
old, but I figured in D.C., yuh’d ha’ REDEVELOPED by this late date!” At this wry
observation, Lupe chuckled softly, and
Elaine then threw them both a sharp,
knowing glance.
“Actually, Billy, somebody DOES have
a plan. And it ain’t just the old wrecks
that’s in danger. Us as well!”
(to be continued)

“OK,” I responded.
But it really wasn’t. First, she tells me
that this ring might hold the key to something that might change the heart and soul
of the whole world. Now she’s back to
keeping secrets. Well, two can play that
game. But I had one more question for her.
“Can you tell me why you said this adventure could bring such radical change to
the world?”
“One of the old legends about the
Templar Treasure is that it contains a Gospel that’s not in the Bible,” she answered.
“A Gospel written by Jesus himself, which
denies his divinity and contradicts all of
the influences of St. Paul and Christianity.”
Oh. My. God. If anything could change
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the course of human events on such a fundamental level, that would be it. Western
spirituality would never be the same after
something like that.
“Do you think it’s true?” I asked, once
I had overcome the shock of it all.
“What I think doesn’t matter,” she answered. “What matters now is what Bowler Hat and his flunkies would do to set his
hands on that ring.”
The room went quiet for a few minutes while I let those words tumble around
my head. There was only one more thing I
could think of to say at that point.
“Let’s make sure he doesn’t.”
(To be continued)
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The Realm of the Homeless (Those not prepared)
By Samuel Fullwood
Vendor
I’ve been carrying
around a very disturbing pain. For 15
plus years on and off
I’ve been homeless. I
can’t shake it out of
my head - I see it every day I come out to
sell Street Sense. I know some of these
people, having been out there with them
years ago, struggling every day, every
hour. Some of you have seen it too, have
been there from the beginning and working until retirement while they are still
out there when you are gone.
Some older men and women are past
their prime and homeless - not due to any
abuse, drugs, or drinking - but by sudden

loss of a partner that was the breadwinner of the family. Life can be very cruel
to significant others left without insurance or a legal document that designates
the significant other as their beneficiary.
They shared life together when it mattered most to each other, but never prepared for each other’s departure. Death
comes to us all, it’s promised since our
first breath.
Entering the realm of the homeless,
some people try to keep their moral
teachings, wits, and appearance up while
not being ashamed and not believing this
is happening - that they are homeless..
Thinking it’s just a phase doesn’t last. The
harsh reality of the world settles in and
breaks you when you are completely alone.

Don’t Depend on the System

By James Daniel Johnson, Vendor

It’s time to stop acting like we’re satisfied with the conflictions we’re subjected to.
Instead of allowing ourselves to be treated like nobodies, we must act and show both
the shelters and ourselves that we are important. The government intends to keep
homelessness alive and keep the homeless population stagnant. The homeless shouldn’t
always depend on the system to come to our aid. We should put forth effort toward
doing something for ourselves. Stand up for your rights and become a unit of strength
to maintain equality. If no one else cares, you should care more. “Don’t Recess! Protest!
Don’t Recess! Protest!”

Time

By Marcus Green, Vendor
Time is the
Essence of Life
Time is suspended
in History
Time is Money
Time is Priceless
always Make
your Time Count;
Because time is
wasting.
Because at the end
It will be your Time.

By Judson Williams Vendor

nuisance to society at one point or another.
There are plenty of people that danced
on the edge, some falling in but coming
out at the level of society’s standards.
Reporters confirm these problems still
exist. They are telling the truth, I’ve
been there. They need to continue with
this coverage until powerful organizations
clean this up, until there are no problems.
These people are still part of the foundation of society which has fundamentally
agreed to feed and take care of those in
need. One doesn’t need to come from a
famous family or be integrated into a vital
part of our society, we just need to take
care of everyone. There can be no perfect
society without all those within it being
accounted for.

Redemption

By Jack, Volunteer

Be Still

Survival instincts kick in. You do whatever
it takes to survive, to stay sane. Maybe
start hustling, begging, robbing, drinking or
even getting in with the wrong crowd. You
don’t have to be weak to develop depression or other mal effects on mental health.
You can become angry without knowing at
what, sometimes never being able to return to a regular lifestyle.
It doesn’t matter how smart, strong,
decent, or godly a life someone has lived.
If they are not prepared to take care of
themselves in the event that they end up
alone, they are vulnerable and many people on the streets are there for that very
reason. Once one steps into the realm of
the homeless they become a pawn for organizations and politicians and treated as a

For far too long I’ve been a slave to drugs
not to mention alcohol as well.
These mind-altering substances have
made my life a living hell.
I’ve endured disappointment and failure;
reality has been rough.
The Lord has blessed me with so much potential,
of wasting it I’ve had enough.
By His grace I am now in recovery
utter redemption is my goal.
To find a God-fearing woman and be successful
I desire with all my soul.
No more destruction,
it’s time to make my dreams come true.
I owe this to myself, especially
after all I’ve been through.
Alcohol and drugs are tools of Satan.
They are a well-disguised beast.
I praise the Lord for a new beginning
At TRP* 801 East.
Dedicated to Catholic Charities of the Archdiocese of Washington
*Transitional Rehab Program

Open Letter to President Obama
By Shuhrajon Ahmadjonov
Vendor
In the first
part of this
letter, President Obama
was advised
to strengthen
systems for
monitoring
law enforcement and
intelligence
agencies...

In addition, President Obama should
take the following steps:
Open a bank of information and it has to
exist separately. Law enforcement agencies and intelligence services will continue
to work on their principles of operation
that will not interfere with their work.
They will accumulate information about
their work in a parallel, separate database.
Of course, this database will be kept
secret and carefully guarded against information leakage and illegal interference from outsiders. Similar storage of
secret information is now in the Department of Defense, intelligence services
and other places.

Accumulate in this databank written
complaints from citizens about the work
of the law enforcement agencies and intelligence services.
The United States must seriously work
to eliminate unemployment through farmers’ markets in all cities and counties of
the U.S. 29 days a month from morning
until evening.
Law enforcement agencies and intelligence services have accumulated information and heads and staff at these
organizations have access to this information. They can destroy the relevant
information at any time, especially when
it threatens them with dismissal and ex-

posure (for example, James Holmes, the
Aurora, Colorado, shooter.
If you create a parallel database,
heads and staff of the law enforcement
agencies and intelligence services won’t
have access to this database and they
can’t selectively destroy definitely important information.
The right of studying information should
be provided to only a certain circle of people from among the deputies of the legislative chamber of the U.S. Congress or the
State, or the created special commission
on study and control of this information.
(to be continued)
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Service Spotlight: This Page

COMMUNITY SERVICES

By Jackie Turner, Vendor
Many people read the Street Sense paper. But have
you taken a look in the back, at page 15, where there
are listings for the places where people can get help
such as medical services, shelter and food, as well as
places to take a bath or wash clothes? This may not
be important to people who don’t need help, but for
the people who want help, it is a Godsend.
There are all kinds of reasons people live on the
street. Some have mental illness. Some have criminal issues. Some have burned all their bridges.
Some have let drink and drunkenness rule their
lives to the point where they are forced to live on
the street. I have talked to people who “live” on
the street who can’t speak a word of English, who
struggle to survive each day. The services on the
back page can be a life-line for people.
At times, I have had to use the back page to help
myself and others. I had a friend who was schizophrenic. I met her in a Maryland women’s shelter in
2012. She had family ,but she did not want to live
with them because sometimes she wouldn’t take her
meds. So she ended up in a shelter. When you are in
a shelter, they make sure you take your meds if you
want them. But they can’t make you take them if
you don’t want to.
Anyway, I’d see her on the street off and on. Each
time, she looked more and more disarranged. So I

Academy of Hope: 269-6623
601 Edgewood St, NE		
aohdc.org

Bread for the City:
265-2400 (NW) | 561-8587 (SE)
1525 7th St, NW | 1640 Good Hope Rd, SE
breadforthecity.org
Calvary Women’s Services: 678-2341
1217 Good Hope Road, SE		
calvaryservices.org

Catholic Charities: 772-4300
catholiccharitiesdc.org/gethelp

Charlie’s Place: 232-3066
1830 Connecticut Ave, NW
charliesplacedc.org

Christ House: 328-1100
1717 Columbia Rd, NW		
christhouse.org

Church of the Pilgrims: 387-6612
2201 P St, NW		
churchofthepilgrims.org/outreach
food (1 - 1:30 on Sundays only)

Community Council for the Homeless
at Friendship Place: 364-1419
4713 Wisconsin Ave, NW		
cchfp.org

Community Family Life Services:
347-0511
305 E St, NW		
cflsdc.org
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started talking to her. She started talking confusingly
to me, like people were after her or the sidewalk was
talking to her and so on. It got to the point where I
was so concerned that I asked her if she would go in
a shelter like before to get help. She replied no. The
next time, I asked if she would like to go home with
me. Then she became upset and ran away.
I did not see her for a while, but she stayed on
my mind. Then to my surprise, I found her lying on
the sidewalk in the middle of the day. When she
didn’t respond, I called the 1-800 shelter hotline
from the back page of Street Sense. Within twenty
minutes, the police came and so did the shelter
people. The police told her she couldn’t lie in the
sidewalk. She had to get up and, since she was confused, she agreed to go to a shelter and get help.
This pleased me because the next time I saw her, she
was clean, looked good, and was not confused. She
explained to me that she stopped taking her meds
and that was what had made her come apart and
unable to care for herself.
Another time I used the back page was to help a
man that I did not know. Week after week I noticed
him lying on the street. When it started to get cold
and the temperature was below freezing two or three
days in a row, I began to worry. I approached him to
ask if he was alright. He pulled the blankets off and

it turned my stomach. I think he had feces on his face and
body. He yelled, “Go away, I’m ok”. I called the mental help
line from the back page and they explained they would check
on him. I’m going to call them back to see if he was helped.
But, thank God, there is a back page of help in Street Sense.

Housing/Shelter

Clothing

Outreach

Transportation

Education

Legal Assistance

Food

Showers

Medical/Healthcare

Laundry

Employment Assistance

DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH ACCESS HOTLINE
1-888-7WE HELP (1-888-793-4357)

SHELTER HOTLINE:
1–800–535–7252

Community of Hope: 232-7356
communityofhopedc.org

Jobs Have Priority: 544-9128
425 Snd St, NW
jobshavepriority.org

Samaritan Inns: 667-8831
2523 14th St, NW		
samaritaninns.org

Covenant House Washington:
610-9600
2001 Mississippi Avenue, SE
covenanthousedc.org

John Young Center: 639-8569
119 D Street, NW

Samaritan Ministries:
1516 Hamilton Street NW | 722-2280
1345 U Street SE | 889-7702
samaritanministry.org

D.C. Coalition for the Homeless:
347-8870
1234 Massachusetts Ave, NW
dccfh.org

Father McKenna Center: 842-1112
19 Eye St, NW		
fathermckennacenter.org

Food and Friends: 269-2277
219 Riggs Rd, NE		
foodandfriends.org
(home delivery for those suffering from
HIV, cancer, etc)

Foundry Methodist Church: 332-4010
1500 16th St, NW
foundryumc.org/ministry-opportunities
ID (FRIDAY 9-12 ONLY)

Georgetown Ministry Center:
338-8301
1041 Wisconsin Ave, NW		
georgetownministrycenter.org

Gospel Rescue Ministries: 842-1731
810 5th St, NW
grm.org

Martha’s Table: 328-6608
2114 14th St, NW		
marthastable.org

Miriam’s Kitchen: 452-8926
2401 Virginia Ave, NW		
miriamskitchen.org

My Sister’s Place:
529-5991 (24-hour hotline)
mysistersplacedc.org

Sasha Bruce Youthwork: 675-9340
741 8th St, SE		
sashabruce.org

So Others Might Eat (SOME)
797-8806
71 O St, NW | some.org

St. Luke’s Mission Center: 333-4949
3655 Calvert St. NW
stlukesmissioncenter.org

N Street Village: 939-2060		
1333 N Street, NW
nstreetvillage.org

New York Ave Shelter: 832-2359
1355-57 New York Ave, NE
		
Open Door Shelter: 639-8093
425 2nd St, NW
newhopeministriesdc.org/id3.html

Rachel’s Women’s Center:
682-1005
1222 11th St, NW		
rachaels.org

Thrive DC: 737-9311
1525 Newton St, NW		
thrivedc.org

Unity Health Care: 745-4300
3020 14th St, NW		
unityhealthcare.org

The Welcome Table: 347-2635
1317 G St, NW		
epiphanydc.org/thewelcometable
Whitman-Walker Health
1701 14th St, NW | 745-7000
2301 MLK Jr. Ave, SE | 797-3567
whitman-walker.org
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LAST WORD:

THE STRAIGHT DOPE
By Joanna Schneider, Volunteer
The Dopamine Clinic, a DC-based artists’ collective, has recently published the
first issue of its new magazine, Dopazine.
This underground art magazine is unique
in the DC metropolitan area, presenting
work from artists in DC, Maryland, Virginia, and Delaware.
Dele “Parlez-Vous” Akerejah is the
founder and chief executive officer of
the Dopamine Clinic and its new magazine. He specializes in collage artwork
but also draws, writes, and raps. He sells
handmade, one-of-a-kind graphic novels
comprised of magazine cut-outs, photos,
drawings, and quotes. His eclectic work
speaks to the vast range of forms that art
can take.
Dopazine’s creative director and the
clinic’s chief operating officer goes by
the artist name of “the Minister of Propoganda.” He is also known as Monsoor
Ali and DJ Afterthought. He is one of the
main contributors to the first issue, which
focuses largely on the mission of the
magazine and its affiliated artists. Carlos
Jennings is the chief marketing officer of
the Dopamine Clinic and the information
technology “wizard” for the initiative.
In an interview, Ali articulated the mission of Dopazine to be, “the exposition
of underground art in a way people can
appreciate.” The magazine strives to be
inclusive of all artists using all art forms.
Each page includes writing ranging from
essays to poems to interview transcripts.
Behind the text are drawings and paintings by Dopamine Clinic’s affiliated artists. Ali explained that, “the magazine
itself is a work of art.”
From philosophy to mental illness to
racism, the magazine covers a spectrum
of topics. Each new edition of the magazine will focus on a different theme.
The front cover of the first issue is an
abstract, brightly-colored drawing. There
is no text. The back cover, however, gives
the name of the magazine and some teasers about the content. According to Akerejah, this reverse cover is symbolic of
the “underground” artwork portrayed in-

Dele Akerejah with a copy of Dopazine, Issue 1 in attendance at RAW, an event Akerejah makes and sells “Dope Soap” to fund his
at Penn Social to promote D.C. artists.
artistic collective, The Dopamine Clinic.
PHOTO BY JOANNA SCHNEIDER

PHOTO BY JOANNA SCHNEIDER

side. More importantly, the uninterrupted
artwork on the front cover clearly articulates the point that the magazine itself
is the art.
On February 23, the Dopamine Clinic
set up a booth at RAW: Natural Born Artists, an event hosted at Penn Social in
Washington, DC. This event occurs in
cities across the world from February to
October, culminating in the RAWards in
Hollywood, CA. Each RAW event spotlights
local artists specializing in film, fashion,
music, visual art, makeup artistry, and
performance art. These events give artists the opportunity to showcase their
work in “one night circuses of creativity”.
Between Akerejah’s graphic novels and
bars of “dope soap”, the Dopamine Clinic
put on display copies of the first edition
of its new magazine. The executive team
brought five copies to sell. They successfully sold three, but two were taken from
the table sometime during the night.
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When asked about the mysterious disappearances, Ali responded, “I think it’s awesome that people are stealing our sh*t.”
Annette Roche, a RAW attendee, purchased one of the few copies of Dopazine.
She chose to support Ali and Akerejah because they were the friendliest vendors of
the night and told her an inspiring story
about their roots. Roche said she loves that
the Dopamine Clinic artists are expressing
themselves in a unique, real way. She explained, “I like their vibe and I’m ready to
support black people doing their thing.”

The next issue of this quarterly magazine will come out in April. To support
the Dopazine, visit the Dopamine Clinic’s
facebook site <https://www.facebook.
com/Thedopamineclinic> or send a mail
order to 1400 Sheridan St. NW #203,
20011. The magazine costs $12 per issue.
When asked what his long-term goal
with Dopazine is, Akerejah said he hopes
to, “give a voice to the unspoken members of the underground, and to someday
sell 10,000 copies every time the magazine comes out.”

